Abstract. In this paper, we prove Perelman type W-entropy formulae and global differential Harnack estimates for positive solutions to porous medium equation on closed Riemannian manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded below. As applications, we derive Harnack inequalities and Laplacian estimates.
Introduction and main results
Monotonicity formula and differential Harnack inequality are two important tools in geometric analysis. The more spectacular one is the entropy monotonicity formula discovered by G.Perelman [23] and related differential Harnack inequality for the conjugate heat equation under the Ricci flow. More precisely, let (M, g(t)) be the closed n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds along the Ricci flow and (g(t), f (t), τ(t)) be a solution to conjugate heat equation coupled with Ricci flow ∂ t g = −2Ric, ∂ t f = −∆ f + |∇ f | 2 + R + n 2τ , ∂ t τ = −1. 
which can be viewed as a model with singularity when studying the singularity formation of solutions of the Ricci flow. Moreover, when H(x, t) = (4πτ) − n 2 e − f is a fundamental solution to the conjugate heat equation (1.1), Perelman's differential Harnack inequality holds [23, 22] v H := τ(R + 2∆ f − |∇ f | 2 ) + f − n H ≤ 0.
(
1.4)
A feature of Perelman's entropy monotonicity formula is that it holds at any dimension and without assumption of curvature condition. After Perelman's work, an interesting direction is that of finding entropy monotonicity formulae for other geometric evolution equations. There were some development in this direction, L. Ni [21] 
When the Ricci curvature of M is bounded below, Li-Xu [8] established some Perelman-Ni type entropy formulae for the linear heat equation and proved their monotonicity.
A natural question is how to establish the entropy formula for the nonlinear equation on Riemannian manifolds. Kotschwar-Ni [7] and Lu-Ni-Vazquez-Villani [19] obtained the entropy monotonicity formula for the p-Laplaican heat equation and the porous medium equation on compact Riemannian manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature respectively. In [27] , the author proved the entropy monotonicity formula for positive solution to the doubly nonlinear diffusion equation on the closed Riemannian manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature.
The first step in the study of the W-entropy on Riemannian manifolds with negative lower bound of Ricci curvature is to find the suitable quantity to define the W-entropy. In [11, 12] , S. Li and X.-D. Li gave a new idea to introduce the correct quantity for the definition of the W-entropy for the heat equation of the Witten Laplacian on Riemannian manifolds with lower bound of the infinity dimensional Bakry-Emery Ricci curvature. Motivated by their works, we can obtain the Perelman type W-entropy monotonicity formula for the porous medium equation on closed Riemannian manifolds with Ricci curvature (or Bakry-Emery Ricci curvature) bounded below. 
where a =
and 
where
A weighted Riemannian manifold is a Riemannian manifold (M, g) with a smooth measure dµ := e − f dV, denoted by (M, g, dµ), where f is a smooth function on M. The weighted Riemannian manifold carries a natural analog of the Ricci curvature, that is, the m-Bakry-Émery Ricci curvature, which is defined as
In particular, when m = ∞, Ric ∞ f = Ric f := Ric + ∇∇ f is the classical Bakry-Émery Ricci curvature, which was introduced in the study of diffusion processes and functional inequalities including the Poincaré and the logarithmic Sobolev inequalities(see [1] for a comprehensive introduction), then it is extensively investigated in the theory of the Ricci flow (for example, the gradient shrinking Ricci soliton equation (1.3) is precisely Ric f = 1 2τ g); when m = n if and only if f is a constant function. There is also a natural analog of the Laplacian, namely, the so-called weighted Laplacian, denoted by ∆ f = ∆ − ∇ f · ∇, which is a self-adjoint operator in L 2 (M, dµ). A nature question is which contents can be generalized to the weighted manifolds and what are the advantages and applications for the weighted case. There are a lot of progress in this direction, for instance, gradient estimates and Liouville theorems for symmetric diffusion operators ∆ f [16] , some comparison geometry for the Bakry-Emery Ricci tensor [25] etc.. In view of the innovation and importance of above-mentioned Perelman W-entropy formulae, one tried to get the entropy formula for the weighted case, the first work is established by X.-D. Li for the weighted heat equation ∂ t u = ∆ f u in [17, 18] ,
where the W-entorpy is defined by
In particular, if the m-Bakry-Émery Ricci curvature is nonnegative, then W f (v, τ) is monotone decreasing along the weighed heat equation. When m = n, f = const., (1.11) reduces to (1.5).
In [10] , when n ≤ m ∈ N, S. Li and X.-D. Li gave a new proof of the W-entropy formula (1.11) by using of the warped product approach and a natural geometric interpretation for the third term in (1.11). Moveover, they extended the W-entropy formula to the weighted heat equation on the weighted compact Riemannian manifolds with time dependent metrics and potentials under satisfying the curvature dimensional condition CD(K, m) for some negative constant K. In [11] , S. Li and X.-D. Li obtained the W-entropy formula on compact Riemannian manifolds with (K, m)-super Perelman Ricci flow, where K ∈ R and m ∈ [n, ∞] are two constants. In their paper [13] , S. Li and X.-D. Li pointed out that there is an essential and deep connection between the definition of the W-entropy and the Hamilton type Harnack inequality on complete Riemnnian manifolds with the CD(K, m)-condition. Recently, they [12] introduced Perelman's W-entropy along geodesic flow on the Wasserstein space over Riemannian manifolds and proved a rigidity theorem. For further related study, see [12, 14, 15] .
For the nonlinear case, combining the analogous methods in [7] , [19] and [17] , Wang-YangChen [28] and Huang-Li [6] obtained the entropy monotonicity formulae for the weighted p-Laplacian heat equation and the weighted porous medium equation with nonnegative mBakry-Émery Ricci curvature respectively. In [29] , the author expanded the entropy formulae of Kotschwar-Ni [7] and Wang-Yang-Chen [28] to the case where the m-dimensional BakryEmery Ricci curvature is bounded from below.
Inspired by above works, we can obtain entropy monotonicity formula for positive solution to the weighted porous medium equation with m-Bakry-Émery Ricci curvature bounded below, which is a natural generalization of Theorem 1.1. 
is monotone decreasing along the weighted porous medium equation (1.12).
In the second part of this paper, we study the differential Harnack inequality for the porous medium equation. Such inequality was first proved by Li and Yau [9] for solutions to the heat equation on Riemannian manifolds, i.e. if u is a positive solution to ∂ t u = ∆u on M with nonnegative Ricci curvature, then
Later on, it has been extensively investigated in other geometric evolution equations, such as Hamilton's estimates for the Ricci flow and the mean curvature flow, the corresponding results for the Kähler Ricci flow and the Gauss curvature flow were proved by H. Cao and B. Chow, Perelman's differential Harnack inequality (1.4) for the conjugate heat equaiton under Ricci flow, etc.. For more progress in this direction, see the survey [20] and references therein. It is a long time question of proving the sharp Li-Yau Harnack inequality for positive solution of the heat equation on Riemannian manifolds with negative Ricci curvature bound (see P.393 in [3] ). There are many works in this direction. Let Ric ≥ −K for some K > 0, the original result of Li-Yau [9] is,
where α is a constant and α > 1. In [4] , Hamilton proved
Recently, Li-Xu [8] obtained some new Li-Yau type estimates,
In [10, 12] There are some results on Li-Yau, Hamilton and Li-Xu type differential Harnack estimates for the porous medium equation [19, 5, 26] , the p-heat equation [7, 28, 29] and the doubly nonlinear diffusion equation [27] on Riemannian manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded below.
In the second part of this paper, we obtain Qian type differential Harnack estimate for the porous medium equation on the closed Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature bounded below, which can also be generalized to the case of the weighted Riemanian manifolds with the m-Bakry-Emery Ricci curvature bound below. Now we first give two assumptions, let σ(t) ∈ C 1 (M) and satisfy (See [24] ). 19) and σ(t) satisfies the assumptions (A1) and (A2), a = n(γ−1) n(γ−1)+2 and κ = K sup
Remark 1.5.
(1) When K = 0, α(t) = 1, σ(t) = t 2 and ϕ(t) = a t , the estimate (1.18) in Theorem 1.4 reduces to the Aronson-Benilan's estimate in [19] , i.e. |∇v| 
and ϕ(t) = aκ(1 + coth(κt)), the estimate (1.18) in Theorem 1.4 reduces to another Li-Xu type estimate in [5] 
(4) All of above gradient estimates are valid for the weighted case by similar method.
There are some applications for differential Harnack estimates, including Harnack inequalities and Laplacian estimates. Integrating the estimate (1.18) in Theorem 1.4 along a minimizing path between two points, we can get the Harnack inequalities for positive solutions to the porous medium equation (1.6). Corollary 1.6. For any (x 1 , t 1 ) and (x 2 , t 2 ) with 0 < t 1 ≤ t 2 < T , we have = (γ − 1)(β(t) − 1) for α(t) > 1 and such that 1 < β(t) < γ γ−1
. Assume that Ric ≥ −K for some K ≥ 0, then This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish some evolution equations and then prove the entropy monotonicity formulae, i.e. Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3. In section 3, we obtain the Qian type differential Harnack estimate. Finally, Harnack inequalities and Laplacian estimates are derived as applications.
Entropy monotonicity formulae
Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold. Suppose u be a smooth solution to (1.6) and v = Thus v satisfies the equation
Lemma 2.1. Let α, β be two constants and w = |∇v| 2 , F α = α
, then we have the following evolution equations(See [19] ),
By means of the Bochner-type formulae in Lemma 2.1, we have the following integral formulae, which are useful for the proof of the W-entropy formulae (See [19] ). Lemma 2.2. Let u be a positive solution to (1.6), we have
Applying integral formulae in Lemma 2.2, we can deduce the W-entropy formula for the porous medium equation on the closed Riemannian manifolds with Ricci curvature lower bound.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Firstly, Boltzmann-Nash type entropy is defined by
By (2.6), (2.7) and the assumption
Inspired by S. Li and X.-D. Li [11] (see also [12] for a survey), we define the Perelman type W-entropy by 9) where
Combining (2.7) and (2.8), we have
On the other hand,
Putting (2.11) into (2.10), we get
which is equivalent to 0 =η
14)
. Solving the equation (2.14), we get a special solution
(2.15)
Putting (2.15) back to system (2.13), we have
Therefore, from (2.12), we obtain the entropy monotonicity formula,
Thus, when Ric ≥ −Kg, K ≥ 0, σ K > 0, η K > 0, Perelman type entropy (2.9) is monotone decreasing along the porous medium equation (1.6).
In [10, 11] , when n ≤ m ∈ N, Li-Li gave another proof for entropy formula of Witten Laplacian and explained its geometric meaning by warped product, so we can also obtain the entropy formula (1.14) for the weighted porous medium equation by the analogous method. In fact, once one can obtain the entropy formula on Riemannian manifold, the weighted version is a direct result by this warped product approach when m > n is a positive integer.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let M = M × N be a warped product manifold equipped the metric
where m, n, q are the dimensions of M, M, N respectively, then the volume measure satisfies
where (N q , g N ) is a compact Riemannian manifold. Let π : M × N → M be a nature projection map, X and X are vector fields on M and M respectively, then [2] Ric
, by S.Li and X.-D.Li [10] , we know
where i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, and α, β = n + 1, n + 2, · · · , m, moreover,
is a positive solution to (1.6), then u satisfies the following equation
Moreover, in term of (2.17), the weighted entropy functional (1.13) is indeed the functional on (M, g M )
Applying the entropy formula on (M, g M ) in Theorem 1.1, we have
An analogous calculation in [10] gives, 
Differential Harnack estimates and applications
In this section, we prove a Qian type differential Harnack estimates [24] for the porous medium equation on the compact Riemannian manifolds with lower bound of Ricci curvature, which generalize the Lu-Ni-Vazquez-Villani's estimate [19] and Huang-Huang-Li's estimate [5] , Harnack inequalities and Laplacian estimate are derived as applications.
Proposition 3.1. Let σ(t) be a functions of t and satisfy the assumption (A1)(A2) and α(t), ϕ(t) are defined in (1.19) . Suppose u be a smooth solution to (1.6) and v = γ γ−1 u γ−1 the pressure funciton. Define
Proof. By using of (2.4), we have F α =2γ ∇v, ∇F α + 2(γ − 1) |∇∇v| 2 + Ric(∇v, ∇v)
Applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (3.3), when Ric ≥ −Kg, we get Plugging (3.5) into (3.4), we get
that is (3.1). Inequality (3.2) is a direct result of (3.1) and
In fact, the first equation in (3.5) is equivalent to The estimate (1.20) follows from (1.18).
